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As we end our club season, a challenging season to say the least, I
wish to thank all of our writers who so generously gave of their time
and talents. The Monitor could not have existed without you and our
readers.

It is the month of June,
The month of leaves
and roses, When
pleasant sights salute
the eyes and pleasant
scents the noses.
Nathaniel Parker Willis

June 2021

I also thank the Northumberland Photography Club’s Executive for
being so supportive this last year.
And lastly, I wish to thank the editors of this newsletter: Elisabeth La
Fontaine, Moira Fenner, and Barb Husband, for your support, wisdom, and editing skills. Newsletter discussions have been chiefly
done via email—many, many, emails. But, we get there in the end. I
am so proud of the work that has been submitted, the editing that has
been done , and the time volunteered. Let’s celebrate summer and
meet again in September, when our next issue of The Monitor will be
published.
Janet Taylor
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We have two NPC members who did well in the Oshawa Camera Club Annual Club Competition. Congratulations to: Moira Fenner—Miller Division and Janet Taylor—Dancey Division.

Pretty in Pink
Second Place, Creative
Miller Division
Moira Fenner

Mandella
Second Place, Creative
Miller Division
Moira Fenner
Smutt’s Creek
Honorable Mention, Nature General
Miller Division
Moira Fenner

Bleeding Hearts
Honorable Mention, Pictorial
Miller Division
Moira Fenner
June 2021
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Winter Wheat,
First Place Dancey Division and
Dancey Best ACC Image 2021
-Janet Taylor

Algonquin Marsh
First Place Nature General, Dancey
-Janet Taylor

Ground Squirrel
SecondPlace, Nature Zoology, Dancey
-Janet Taylor
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DREAM VACATIONS
TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY

NPC members were asked what their dream vacations would be if there
was no lockdown. Our members came through and here are some of the
vacations members would like to enjoy in the not too distant future.
Dream Vacation by Bryan Marjoram
Hmmmmmmmmm … a dream vacation. So many different
places to visit, explore, and embrace.
One destination I would love to see is an African safari.
Bring on the enormous rhinos, gaze at the zebras sipping
water along a riverbed, hear the lions roar, make sure the
guides have their tranquilizer guns at the ready, and I
would be sitting comfortably in a land rover viewing the
animals up close and personal, camera focused and clicking.

Photos courtesy of Karen Chalovich

To photograph many of the majestic animals in their “natural” habitat would be
the experience of a lifetime. I have admired these exotic animals over the years
on television documentaries, National Geographic photographs, and NPC members’ images. It would be the opportunity
of a lifetime to witness these majestic animals, firsthand.
June 2021
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My Dream Vacation by Russ Donaldson
I certainly don’t dream as BIG as
I used to! As the years pile on, my
exceptions for travel have dwindled
considerably! The old body doesn’t
handle time changes, long flights,
baggage, etc. as well as it once did!
My idea of a dream vacation these
days is a trip, by train, to my favourite province, Quebec. The train gets
me to Montreal in four hours or a
car trip is pushing six hours. That’s
about my maximum for one day!
Once there, I can always count on
my favourite hotel, “The Omni”, to
provide me with superb accommodations! I love the food, the attractions, hockey at the Bell Centre,
and, above all, the countless unique
photo opportunities. Yes my friends,
I long for this pandemic to wrap up!
It has been an experience I hope we
never have to live again!
Who knows, I may even venture
down to the Eastern Townships!
That’s my “Dream Vacation” folks.
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MUST RETURN TO MOROCCO
TERRY W. SELF

In late January, 2019, I was flying from Toronto to Montreal and then to Casablanca, Morocco. It was a
cold morning the next day as I met the other eight people, speaking four languages, for the 12 day trip. Fortunately, each person was fluent in English.

They were a pleasant group throughout the tour;
and so much to see that I would not experience otherwise. (Camera gear: Nikon D810 and 24-120mm
lens.)

I was completely fascinated by the country and what it had to offer me. So many sights and sounds to take
in. Travelling through the country kept my eyes active; so many photo-ops. We were taken on several
walking tours; visiting the market places, pottery factory, carpet weavers, tannery and herbalists processing Argan oil which is used for culinary and cosmetic purposes. The trees grow on the sand dunes of
the Sahara Desert. We even had snow storms while crossing the Atlas Mountains. Photo opportunities
were everywhere and the pace was relaxed so I had time to capture several images .

June 2021
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There were times to wander on my own during the tours, or after arriving at a hotel for the night, to see and
capture the sights I saw.
I had arrived in Casablanca the day before the tour and took time wandering the streets. After the tour ended,
and due to a late day flight to Canada, I spent the last day in Casablanca wandering down to the Atlantic
Ocean, near the Hassan ll Mosque. Interesting to see the people enjoying the waterfront parkland and talking
with some of them… and making more photos. Definitely on my ‘must return’ list!

I had arranged the trip through
Wingbuddy. Included in a price
of about Cdn.$3000, with single supplement, were the flights,
land transportation, tours and
entry fees. Also 4/5 star hotels
with breakfast and dinner.
The route followed is on the
map included. Few tourists in
January!
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You will find more information about the Grand Tour of Morocco, and others, if you check on the
Wingbuddy.com website, a company in Montreal.

June 2021
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BUY AND SELL
WANTED TO BUY: Vintage Helios 44-2 58mm f2 SLR lens with Canon EOS
mount.
Contact: Elisabeth M. La Fontaine email: emlafontaine1@gmail.com.

Janet Taylor
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USING NEUTRAL DENSITY & POLARIZING FILTERS
BY NORM ULLOCK

About the Author:
Norm Ullock is an award-winning photographer. He has twice been
Photographer of the Year for the Oshawa Camera Club. He is also an
accredited photography judge with Ontario Council of Camera Clubs
(OCCC). He is currently the Judge Chair for the OCCC responsible for
accrediting and training a group of skilled judges that judge member
clubs’ competition images. He regularly writes and speaks to clubs on
photography topics.
You can see some of Norm’s photo work at:
Norm’s Portfolio Site https://norm-ullock.myportfolio.com/
Norm on Instagram .instagram.com/normullockphotography/
Let me begin by saying I am not a big fan of carrying a lot of filters in my camera bag. I prefer to do my
best in camera work without filters which gives me a clean RAW file image to work with in post processing. I keep quality clear protective filters on the front of all my lenses as it is cheaper to replace a filter
than a lens. When using a filter that alters what your lens would see without a filter the results, good or bad,
will be built into your RAW file. You usually can’t reverse these results in post processing.
Having said the above I do carry three 77mm filters in my bag:
 Variable Neutral Density (ND) 1-11 stops filter.
 10 Stop ND filter
 Circular Polarizing filter
Let’s look at them one by one:

Va r i a b l e N e u t r a l D e n s i t y ( N D ) F i lt e r

Mine is a Cameron 77mm 1-11 stop ND filter ($231 at Henry’s). A variable ND filter has 2 pieces and the
outer ring rotates. As you rotate the outer ring the amount of darkness increases or decreases depending on
which way you rotate. I use the ND filter when I need a slow shutter speed to create motion in a moving
subject, like water. Let’s suppose you want to blur a waterfall. On bright days when you are set to ISO 64
and an aperture of f16 to get a big depth of field and you want a quarter or half second shutter speed to blur
motion these settings give you an over-exposed image. To solve this problem, you will want an ND filter.
An ND filter allows your camera to see the world as a darker place thus requiring a longer shutter speed to
capture a scene.
Now you can empty your wallet and add weight to your camera bag by buying multiple single density ND
filters or get one variable ND filter.
June 2021
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Now a word of caution. A variable ND with say 1-11 stops sounds great, but think of it as a practical 1-6 or
maybe 7 stop ND filter. If you try to go past that to the higher density, goofy things and artifacts will appear
in your image. This is a limit of the technology and all variable ND filters do this. It is not a quality issue.
Think of it this way, you have a car that marketing says can go 230 kms per hour but for practical reasons
you will only use it in the 120 kph range. That is the difference between marketing and reality. There is
nothing wrong with the filter that doesn’t work from 7-11 stops. It is just the way the technology works. Remember dialing in what you require with a variable ND is quicker than changing multiple ND filters.

A 1 0 S t o p N D F i lt e r

Mine is a 10 Stop ND filter, similar to the one by B+W 77mm 110m ND 3.0 (10 stop at B&H Photo in New
York for $99 USD). This is a great filter when you wish to have a long exposure to create a lot of motion in
moving elements of your composition. It is so dark that you can’t see anything through the viewfinder of a
D-SLR camera when the filter is mounted on the end of the lens. An example of what you might use it for
might be if you are shooting architecture of a tall building and the sky behind it. Let’s suppose the clouds are
moving and you want to really accentuate the movement in the clouds so they are really streaked. This filter
can give me a 15-25 second exposure on a bright day. Without this filter I may be stuck with about 1/60th of a
second as my slowest shutter speed. With this filter mounted on my lens, I can’t see anything thru my
D-SLR viewfinder. Now the question is how do you set your shutter speed, ISO and aperture when using a
10 stop ND filter?
th
 First, you meter the scene without the filter mounted on the lens. Let’s say ISO 64, F16 and 1/60 of a
second. I then use a phone app called Photo Pills or you can use any free exposure calculator apps for
your phone. I input the above camera settings, ISO, Shutter speed and f-stop, without the filter, into my
phone app and it will give me the equivalent settings with a 10-stop filter mounted on my lens. Now input
those new settings into your camera and screw the 10 stop ND onto your lens. With the new settings in
your camera, capture an image then look at your image on your playback screen and adjust the settings to
your taste for future shots.
 Another way is to use the live view part of your camera. Just screw the 10 stop ND onto your lens. While
looking at the live view display screen adjust your ISO, F stop and shutter to taste until you see an image
exposure that looks like what you wish to make. A warning, this method may not work on some older
camera bodies.
 If you are using a mirrorless camera, just do the same as my live view example above through the viewfinder.

P o l a r i z i n g F i lt e r s
I do not like polarizing filters for three reasons.
 First, they only work if the light source is 90 degrees to what you are shooting. So, if the light is in your
face or directly behind you, it does nothing.
 Second if you are shooting landscapes, they will often do strange things to your image such as unnatural
looking skies. If this happens you likely can’t repair the damage in post unless you replace the sky.


Third they eat up about 1-3 stops of light, so you need to use a wider aperture or longer shutter speeds or
higher ISO. This may introduce noise in your image and/or a wider aperture which will reduce your
depth of field.

What they are good for is removing reflections from glass, shiny metal or water in your composition. They
work in a similar way to a variable ND filter. The Circular Polarizer has 2 rings, while making sure the light
source is coming from your left or right side, look through your viewfinder at your subject, rotate the outer
ring until you see the minimum amount of glare coming off water or glass. Adjust your exposure settings to
compensate for the reduced light getting to the camera sensor, then proceed to capture your image.
You can get a Circular Polarizing filter in 77 mm (other sizes may have different prices) at B&H Photo in
New York for $25-115 USD depending on the brand.
June 2021
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Like with a lens, you get what you pay for in filters. Cheap Chinese knock offs may be great but may have
imperfections in the glass whereas known brand names have good glass in their filters. Having said this, I
have not noticed any image quality loss when using my own filters. My 10-stop filter came from China and
it is fine. But this is definitely a risky purchase as returning to China for a refund likely won’t work out well.
Using filters does have a trial and error learning curve to using them. So, if you don’t like the results at first,
keep playing with your filters at different settings and lighting conditions until you know how to get what
you want from them.
When buying filters if you do not have lenses that all have the same size business end (mine are all 77mm
lenses) then buy the largest diameter filter you need and buy step down rings that will fit your big filter on a
smaller diameter lens. If your biggest lens takes a 77mm diameter filter and you have a 62 mm filter size
lens then buy a 77mm to 62mm step down ring or rings.
A good practice is when possible, take your shot without a filter mounted, then proceed with another shot
with the filter mounted. This way if there are elements in your image where the filter has caused something
you don’t like, you may be able to open both images in post as layers and blend in the best elements from
both captures.
If you would like to read more on this topic B&H photo has a great article on
“A Guide to ND filters” at B&H Photo A guide to ND filters

Photo taken from the article ““A Guide to ND filters”
Morning in downtown Brooklyn after a snow fall. Captured with a Formatt-Hitech Firecrest Ultra 16June 2021
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When you’ve left your camera at home….
ELISABETH M LA FONTAINE
My first question, “if you haven’t got your camera with you, do you have a
smartphone?” If so, then you do have a camera – in fact you have many cameras!
Covid 19 has hit all of us in different ways, and life for the last 15 months has
been somewhat difficult, not to say impossible, for most of us. We can’t see our
families, can’t go to movies or to the theatre. Even our neighbours are “suspect”
and we’ve learned to make-do with what we have because we can’t shop for
replacements.
So… what have we found to do? I would like to share with you what I have
been doing. I have learned to use my iPhone (smartphone) as a camera. Not just
one camera, about a dozen cameras! I have an iPhone X and for those of you
with android phones this may not apply directly – but give me an android phone
and I will try to find the equivalent for you. However, in this article, I will for simplicity be referring to
iPhones.
What are all those cameras? First, there is the Native Camera – the one that appears on the screen when you
open the box and turn on the phone. Did you know that you can download more and, in some cases, better
cameras? Or there are cameras that do different things like Slow Shutter Cam and Average Camera Pro. Some
have dollars attached to them but many are free.
If you're looking to get the most use out of your smartphone then it might be worth downloading or buying a
third-party camera app that'll take your smartphone photos from good to truly spectacular.
Here are some of the camera apps that I have found so far, to use on my iPhone X.

CAMERAS:
Camera: this is the camera native to an iPhone X. It offers Time-Lapse, Slo-Mo, Video, Photo, Portrait,
Square and Pano.
LightRoom Camera: this is my favourite of all the cameras for general photography. (You do not have to
have an Adobe account to access this camera.) The camera is very versatile, offers a lot of options and LR
editing can be done directly on the phone.
Pro Shot: Photos, Timelapse, Slo-Mo, Light Painting, and Video.
Camera + 2: Shoot and edit like a pro. It has several presets including RAW, a monuments mode, clarity and
depth editing.
Halide Mark ll Pro Camera: The write-up is exceptional and friends I know who use this camera tell me it’s
worth the cost but I don’t have it due to the learning curve and cost.
645 Pro Mk lll: I haven’t used it but the description is “provides the iOS photographer with unprecedented
control and unparalleled image quality.” Now that I have mentioned it, it’s next on my list to try!

June 2021
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There are so many more that you can try if you are adventurous or if you aren’t happy with the smartphone
camera you are using. I find that the native camera, Light Room camera and Camera + 2 are the ones I use
most of the time with the following two apps for special functions:
Slow Shutter Cam: Light trails, motion blurs, waterfalls and more.
Average Camera Pro: Automatically takes multiple pictures – you select how many – and it is useful for
producing low-noise pictures in low-light situations.

APPS:
Note: I have taken photos of some of the effects created by the different Apps. For ease of comparison I have, for the most part, used a photograph of a Trillium.

Now for what you can do with the photos that have been saved to your Camera Roll. There seem to be more
apps available every day and there are times when I wish I had an android phone because there are apps that
I can’t access on an iPhone! I have about 50 apps that I can play with but I will limit this article to the ones
that I use most often because they are most useful or most fun!
THE APPS I FIND MOST USEFUL:
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom… “This is a free,
powerful photo editor and camera app that empowers your photography, helping you capture and edit
stunning images. Easy-to-use image editing tools
like sliders and filters for pictures make photo editing simple. Retouch full-resolution photos, apply
photo filters, or start photo editing wherever you
are.”
Snapseed: is available for smartphones and for PCs.
It is a good editing program without all the more advanced features of Lightroom, Photoshop, Topaz
Studio II, Capture One etc.
ViewExif: This is probably the top of the usefulness
list! Open the app, import your photo and you will
get all the Exif data.
TouchRetouch: Remove unwanted elements such as blemishes and power lines. There is also a clone tool
for duplicating or removing objects.

June 2021
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#3 Image Blender: “This app allows you to blend two of
your images together. It is a simplistic and creative app for
combining images with masks and different blend modes on
your iPhone.

#4 Frame Builder: “Frame Builder is a creative
photo frame application. It’s possible to showcase,
easily and quickly, your photos and different documents or artwork with quality frames which are totally customizable.”

#5 A+Signature: This is a multi-usage photo annotation app which allows you to make your mark on
any photo.

June 2021
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#6. Circular Tiny Planet Editor: Now supports
360 degree photos! A new twist on photo editing.
Turn your photos into amazing circular images
with Circular+.

#7 Crystaliq: This is the most aesthetic photo editor
and video maker application with a kaleidoscope lens
effect. Photographers, makeup artists, and beauty makers love to edit photos with Crystaliq’s beautiful filters
to achieve a creative mirror and broken glass effect
with our picture editor.

#8 Distressed FX: This is a simple, easy to
use app which offers the ability to create painterly
inspired images from your photo collection. It’s interesting to see how different types of photographs
react to the distressed treatment.

June 2021
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#9 Impresso: You can automatically transform your
photo into a painting using the various filters in this
app. It is possible to add a detail spotlight, and to
highlight a focal point in your landscape.

#10 KaleidaCam: An App that makes wonderful
kaleidoscopic images from your photo.

#11 Paintation: is a simple yet powerful AI photo
editor supporting neural style transfer, also known as
deep art effects.

June 2021
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#12 PIP Camera: This sets your photo in another photo
frame with some creative frames.

#13 Reflect: This is a fun and simple way to add
reflections and create beautiful photos. It has features unlike any other app including masking,
oceans, layered effects and atmospheric fog.

Photography - Location Finding Apps:
I know of several photographers for whom The Photographers Ephemeris is their bible when it comes
to organizing their photography trips. Another one is Scene Scout but I have no experience of this App
and have heard no comments.
So… you want even more apps? Well now you’re on your own! I have more than 40 apps on my iPhone
and the same ones on my iPad as the larger screen makes editing easier. Do I know how to use 40 apps?
Absolutely not – that’s for a day when I have nothing better to do! The apps that I do use are useful, fun
and get the effects that I need at the time. I couldn’t teach a class about any of them because I only use
them on a “needs to know” basis. So, good luck and have fun!

June 2021
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OUTINGS
SANDRA PETERS

Our last in person photography outing was the portrait session with
studio lights in February 2020 held at the Port Hope Recreation
Centre. Who would have thought as we packed up our gear and
said goodbye that it would be the last time we would be together to
talk, laugh and share expertise with club members! I have enjoyed
the contact that the slideshows have offered during these restrictive
times and thank everyone who has taken on the challenge of shooting the Outings topics.
I am pleased to announce that an actual “In Person Outing” has
been scheduled for Tuesday, September 14th to Meadow View Gardens in Roseneath (rain date September 15th). Russ Donaldson had
suggested this location two years ago, but at that point they were
fully booked.
https://www.meadowviewgardens.org/
The Outings Committee will be getting together in late summer to plan other fall outings. These Outings
will be modified – outdoors, no carpooling organized by NPC, no restaurants (brown bagging is okay) and
a bathroom available there or close by. We would like your input. Where should we go? What could you
show or teach us? What would you like to shoot? The more input we get the richer and more varied our
Outings can be. Does anyone have friends with a farm that we could visit? Could anyone guide us
through light painting? Send any thoughts or ideas to me at npcoutingsdirector@gmail.com. I look forward to hearing from you and reconnecting in person in the fall. I am hopeful that our outings will be back
to normal, sooner rather than later.
Sandra Peters npcoutingsdirector@gmail.com

Janet Taylor
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Patrick’s Tips
By Patrick Romano

Welcome back warm weather ! With it comes more
opportunities to go outdoors where we are SAFE?
Since we will be going out earlier, later, and longer,
there are a huge number of things to photograph in all
different types of light.
In this month’s Tips I have tried to find a few different
examples for you to try, and maybe not improve, but
change the way you do your personal photography.
You may or may not like some aspects contained herein, but then maybe you can use these tips to find some
parts that fit your style. Give them a try.
Good luck, have fun, stay safe, and don’t forget to
share your pictures.
Pat Romano

12 Tips for Beautiful Long Exposure Night Photography - By: Matt Murray
How to Use Foreground to Create Depth in Your Images - By: Anne McKinnell
Getting Landscapes Sharp: Hyperfocal Distances and Aperture Selection - By: Elliot Hook
How to Take Better Sunset Photos - By: Jeremy Flint
8 Beach Photography Tips For Unique Summer Shots - by Hillary Grigonis
What's In My Camera Bag: Night Photographer - by Tim Cooper
Easy Beginners Tips for Long Exposure Photography - By: Christian Hoiberg
Finding Photography Inspiration in Ordinary Places - By: Simon Ringsmuth
How to Make Brilliant Black and White Photos with Dramatic Composition - By: Andrew S. Gibson
How to Break the Rules with a Central Composition - By: Frank Myrland
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THE LAST PAGE
BY MOIRA FENNER
Some say that seasons are determined by the Earth's exposure to the sun, and some say the four seasons happen because of the tilt of the Earth's axis.
Flower bulbs peeking out of the soil, hot weather, leaves turning colour and the first snowfall are all signs for
most people that the seasons are changing.
For me, it seems that the seasons change twice at our backyard bird feeders.
In the spring, we have the arrival of Grackles, Red-Wing Blackbirds, Starlings and more favourable visitors
such as Baltimore Orioles, Rose-Breasted Grosbeaks, Ruby-Throated Hummingbirds, Northern Flickers,
The Guardian Oct. 2019
White-Crowned and Chipping Sparrows who stay throughout the summer. A few
species such as RedBellied Woodpeckers, Downy Woodpeckers, White and Red-Breasted Nuthatches, American Goldfinch and
Black-Capped Chickadees stay throughout most of the year.
Fall brings around the migration of most of these birds to warmer climates. Winter brings new species including Purple and House Finches, Common Redpolls, and Pine Siskins. Last year we had an exciting day
when 40+ Evening Grosbeaks came to the feeders.
These backyard visitors provide great photographic opportunities and nature changes the background for you
as the seasons change.
I hope you all have a wonderful summer and take advantage of the photo opportunities that are close to your
backyard.
The Monitor will return in September. Let’s hope we can meet in person by then.

Executive: President: Bryan Marjoram, Vice President: Brendan Flynn
Secretary: Susan Dubois, Program Director: Donna Edmonds
Membership Director: Vacant, Financial Director: Stan Kicak
Technical Director: Jeannie Gane, Outings Director: Sandra Peters
Outreach Director: Gerry Atkinson, Communications Director: Barbara Husband
Newsletter co-producers: Moira Fenner, Barb Husband, Elisabeth La Fontaine
Janet Taylor.
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